Cashback - Terms of Service for Users

Trisbee s.r.o., with its registered office in Prague 6 - Vokovice, K Červeném vrchu 678/1, ZIP
code 160 00, Business ID No.: 04775660, registered in the Commercial Register maintained by
the Municipal Court in Prague, file number C 306886
(hereinafter referred to as "Trisbee")
provides the Users with a cashback service (hereinafter referred to as "Cashback"), if the User1,
via the Trisbee application, purchases goods and services from registered Merchants2 who use
Premium services3. Cashback equals a specified percentage of the purchase price of goods and
services and the specific percentage may be subject to further conditions, while the maximum
amount of Cashback within a single purchase is also set. Cashback is displayed to the User in
the Trisbee application. The provision of the Cashback service is not claimable, provided that
the decision that the User has fulfilled the conditions of the service is entirely at the Trisbee sole
discretion.
Trisbee will not credit Cashback to the User's payment account if the User has made a payment
in his own favor or in favor of the Merchant, whose he/she is a statutory body of or with whom
he/she is closely related. In the event of a refund of the purchase price of the goods or services
to which the Cashback was credited to the User, regardless of the reason for the refund, Trisbee
will deduct the relevant Cashback previously credited to the User.
The user is not allowed to make any payment transactions on behalf of someone else, or
misuse another's identity or use a non-existent identity. The User is not allowed to take
advantage of the Cashback offer solely for the purpose of crediting the Cashback and then
cancel the purchase of goods or services, or otherwise abuse or circumvent the conditions for
Cashback crediting to the User’s payment account. In the event of a breach of the rules or
abuse of the service or even in case of a reasonable suspicion of a breach of the rules or abuse
of the service, Trisbee has the right not to provide the service, and at the same time Trisbee has
the right to suspend or terminate the provision of the Trisbee payment service to the User.
These Cashback Terms and Conditions are directly linked to the User Terms and Conditions of
the Trisbee Payment Service and are in effect until Trisbee notifies the termination of the
1

The User means any person who uses the payment services provided by Trisbee and who, in order to enter into a
contractual relationship therewith, has provided Trisbee with their identification data and has agreed to Terms and
Conditions of the Trisbee payment services, and/or has met other conditions stipulated by law for the provision of the
selected payment service.The User must be at least 18 years old and must have an open bank account held in his
name with a trusted banking institution (domestic or foreign operating in the EEA). For more see
https://www.trisbee.com/en/CZ/terms/users.
2

Merchant means an entity that has entered into an agreement with Trisbee on the provision of payment services
consisting in acceptance of cashless payments from third parties - the merchant’s customers (hereinafter referred to
as the “Merchant”) and has met all contractual and statutory requirements for the provision of acceptance of cashless
payment service.
3

https://www.trisbee.com/en/CZ/pricing

provision of the service. At the same time, Trisbee reserves the right to unilaterally amend the
Terms and Conditions of the service provided with effect from the day following the releasing of
amendment to the Terms and Conditions on the Trisbee website or in the Trisbee application.

